Components & Accessories
Retail price list 1/ 2017
High Line SP 3 L
High Line SP 3 L is a unique combination of horns and open
baffle on a small footprint of 25” * 16”.
Each speaker has integrated subwoofers with 900 Watt
amplifiers, controlled by a DSP to perfectly adapt the bass
response to the room.
The rest of the speaker works passive, so that you may use
your favourite electronics from 55Hz upwards.

72 000 €

Master Class SP2.1
Masterclass SP2.1 is based on the current broadband speaker
from Steinmusic. The heart of the speaker is the 20cm driver
21800,00
with its unusually wide range.
€/pair
In the SP2.1 it works in a semi-open back cabinet and is
complimented at the frequency extremes with a larger woofer
and a foil tweeter.
Masterclass SP1.1 is a Fullrange Speaker that works perfect
without any crossover or electric linearization.
Efficiency 93dB
9800,00 €/
Frequency range from 40Hz till 20Khz
pair
109cm x 28cm x 37cm
Available in black or white high gloss lacquer.
High Line Phono Pre
The Steinmusic Phono Pre is a battery-powered preamplifier
which sets an absolute standard in analog performance.
It is designed for Moving Coil (MC) systems and is distinctive
by amplifying the signal of MC phono cartridges to line level.
High Line Phono Pre Pre
The Steinmusic Phono Pre Pre is a battery-powered
preamplifier which sets an absolute standard in analog
performance. It is designed for Moving Coil
(MC) systems and is distinctive by amplifying the signal of
MC phono cartridges to the level of Moving Magnet (MM)
cartridges.
High Line Amp1 Integrated
The High Line Amp1 Integrated is a 120 Watt per channel
amplifier with a completely balanced internal structure,
working with tubes and semiconductors. Using the amp is
just as much fun as listening to it, as it is equipped with a
high resolution TFT display that shows all parameters.
High Line Preamp 1
The High Line Preamp1 is a preamplifier with a completely
balanced internal structure, working with tubes and
semiconductors. Using the amp is just as much fun as
listening to it, as it is equipped with a high resolution TFT
display that shows all parameters.

11800,00
€

8950,00 €

TBA

TBA
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High Line Poweramp 1
The High Line Poweramp 1 is a double mono power
amplifier with a completely balanced internal structure.

Stateline Amp 2
Extraordinary sound out of a small enclosure. 2x 20 Watt,
integrated non oversampling DAC with USB and SPDIF
inputs plus 5 High level inputs, American walnut feet. This
amp is able to frighten a lot of top-dog amplifiers because of
its sheer intensity and power of expression.
Signature Version
Same as above, but with extra OsCon caps, E-Pads, and
Maestro Lacquer treated.

TBA

1998,00 €

2698,00 €

Stateline Phono 2
MC and MM, many impedance and capacity settings, external
power supply.

998,00 €

Stateline Phono 2 Signature
As above, but with again bigger power supply,
Steinmusic InLines, Maestro Lacquer, etc.

1998,00 €

DE-2 CD Conditioner. Degrades magnetism, electrostatic
charge and material stress.
For CDs, DVDs and cables.

498,00 €

DE-3 LP Conditioner. Degrades magnetism, electrostatic
charge and material stress.
For LPs, CDs, DVDs and cables.

1998,00 €

H2 Harmonizer Package, a unique achievement to get
room acoustics to a perfect state. NEW Series! Harmonizers
will come packaged in sets of two, which include:
1x
H2a
1x
H2b
2x
Wall brackets
2x
Black Stones
Harmonizers are available also in white now.
H2 Harmonizer Package as above, but with 2 stands.
These stands have been completely redesigned, using a
12mm round polished metal bar and a black lacquered
20mm MDF base with rubber feet that are fine for all kind of
floors. The stands get directly mounted into a thread in the
bottom plate of the Harmonizers.
As above, but as the Signature version with built in
additional quantum organizers in each Harmonizer, without
stands.
As above, but as the Signature version with built in
additional quantum organizers in each Harmonizer and 2
stands.

1498,00 €

1698,00 €

1998,00 €

2198,00 €
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HQ Upgrade Module to the Signature version.
For those who already have Harmonizers and want to
upgrade to the Signature version.
Easy to assemble, works for all previous series of
Harmonizers in the cube housing.
Black Stones are small acoustic tuning elements to optimize
room acoustics and perfectly match to H2s.
New square black version.
Black Diamonds are similar to Black Stones, but in addition
to Black Stones we here implemented another technique also
based on quantum physics.
So they became much more efficient. We recommend their
use in the same way as Black Stones.
Already the use of two Black Diamonds for example placed
on the speakers will bring you much closer to the music.
D 40mm x H 20mm
Blue Diamonds further increase the naturalness of music
compared to the Black Diamonds.
At these we could increase the intensity by a factor of three
compared with the Black Diamonds.
D 40mm x H 20mm
Blue Sun
The most impressive passive item of the Harmonizer System.
Use together with the Harmonizer packages, or even without.
For best results use 5 pieces per room.
Available in dark blue or white
D 65mm x H 17mm,
Blue Sun Signature
The original Blue Sun combined with another layer which
includes the technology of the Quantum Organizers.
Even more powerful than the original ones already are.
Available in dark blue or white
D 65mm x H 25mm
C2 is a Harmonizer optimized for the use in the car.
We made it small so that it may easily be mounted on the
dashboard or another adequate place.
One or two units may be used in the back and front of the
car.

298,00 €

38,00 €

128,00 €

228,00 €

498,00 €

698,00 €

348,00 €

95x95x25mm

Black Stars (~Black Stones) are small acoustic tuning
elements especially made for the use with C2 in the car.
D 25mm x H 12mm
Black Stars+ (~Black Diamonds) are small acoustic tuning
elements especially made for the use with C2 in the car.
D 25mm x H 12mm
Blue Stars (~Blue Diamonds) further increase the
naturalness of music compared to the Black Stars in the
automotive surrounding.
D 25mm x H 12mm

28,00 €

58,00 €

118,00 €
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Speaker Match
The perfect match between amplifier, speaker cable and
loudspeaker through minimizing the effect of back wave EMF
distortion. The Stein Music Speaker Match is an element that
helps bring more articulate interplay from amplifier to
loudspeaker. Resulting in a more open articulate sound
image across all frequencies, which tends to be mellower
and less strained.
Speaker Match Plus
An even more perfect match between amplifier, speaker
cable and loudspeaker; The Speaker Match Plus is the next
level bringing a clear transition and improved noise
reduction to the amplifier, speaker cable, loudspeaker
system. The results are an even more articulate sound image
building on the original design with improved resonance
control, in a fine sonically neutral solid walnut housing.
Speaker Match Signature
Using similar techniques as the speaker match plus, however
with the best materials available like tightly matched custom
paper in oil capacitors and finest African Blackwood
enclosures. This wood is normally used in the highest quality
woodwind instruments. Specially engraved slots tightly
control resonance. All this produces an effect on the sound
that is even more precise. The final result is a very neutral
and “life like” impression of the music.
Onyx DX 3002, a state of the art active digital cable.
Provides a completely new reclocking of the digital signal.
Oversized external power supply 100x stronger than really
necessary.
Available for SPDIF signals with directly connected cables
and Cynch or BNC connectors.
Also available without cables but with balanced XLR
connectors for use with AES/EBU signals.
Aventurin 6 MC-Cartridge
NEW! MicroRidge Stylus, housing made of a Carbon and
Mahogany composite. Cartridge is built on a massive cast
bronze base, has a Maestro treated wooden housing and is
available whether in low or high output version.

Achat 1 Alignment Gauge Optimal Tracking Angle
optimised for LPs. Offers up to 80% better tracking than
standard gauges
The Perfect Interface π [piː]
Resonance control between a vinyl disk and the platter is
essential to achieve the best quality of your turntable.
The Perfect Interface consists of handmade Japanese paper
treated with SteinMusic Maestro lacquer and works perfectly
on all kinds of turntables.
The Perfect Interface π [piː] Signature
As above, but further optimized with the Steinmusic Quantum
solution.
Highly recommended.
The Perfect Interface with the best value for the money.

228,00€ /
pair

498,00 € /
pair

1280,00€ /
pair

1698,00 €

4998,00 €

58,00 €

178,00 €

248,00 €
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The Perfect Interface π [piː] Carbon
Even better articulation and finesse than the normal version
due to a carbon composition concept.

The Perfect Interface π [piː] Carbon Signature
The ultimate no compromise solution.
As above, but further optimized with the Steinmusic Quantum
solution.
Highly recommended for top audio systems.
The Perfect Interface with the highest resolution.
The Perfect Interface π [piː] CD Signature
The Perfect Interface CD consists of handmade Japanese
paper treated with SteinMusic Maestro lacquer, optimized with
the Steinmusic Quantum solution.
Works perfectly on all kinds CD top loaders and most CDs
with a CD tray.
The Perfect Interface π [piː] CD Carbon Signature
Even better articulation and finesse than the normal version
due to a carbon composition concept, optimized with the
Steinmusic Quantum solution.
Super Naturals, audio component feet.
These feet are made out of American walnut, acoustically
optimized with ceramic elements and vacuum impregnated
felt pads. It needs more than 80 steps to build them. They
combine fast resonance transfer with a rich and colorful
sound. Diameter 30mm, Height 22mm. Set of 3.
Super Naturals +, audio component feet 30mm high.
Available with thread M5, M6, M8 or 3/8”-16, or without
thread. Diameter 30mm, Height 30mm.
Set of 3.
Super Naturals Plus, the Super Naturals concept updated.
Two audio component feet made out of Zebrawood
combined with one made out of Olivewood and a refined
internal structure give an even more open and natural
sound.
Diameter 30mm, Height 22mm. Set of 3.
Super Naturals Signature, the Super Naturals concept
without compromise. Even more complex with carefully
adopted new technologies for the ultimate performance.
Diameter 30mm, Height 22mm. Set of 3.
CD Plus is a treatment for the readable surface of optical
discs. It securely removes residues from the production and
applies an antireflection coating that helps the laser to read
the disk information error free.
Contact Clear System is a system to clean and stabilize
contact points. It consequently isolates areas which are not
contributing to a perfect contact and that way leads to a
considerably cleaner and more natural sound. Package with
cleaning fluid, contact fluid and a set of cleaning brushes.

398,00 €

468,00 €

98,00 €

198,00 €

198,00 €

268,00 €

368,00 €

578,00 €

38,00 €

118,00 €
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E-Pads +S are the next generation self-adhesive elements of
8x15mm working on the level of interaction between
molecules.
They so profoundly measurable and sonically change
material properties in a very positive way.
E-Pads 11, 22 and 33 have a different sonic signature than
E-Pads +S and may be used similarly. They are a perfect
complement to the E-Pads +S and may also be used
together with these.
E-Pads 11, 22 and 33+2S are a combination of two
E-Pads +S with one 11, 22 or 33 on top of these.
These three layer E-Pads are really strong, and get more
brilliant to the higher numbers.
Maestro Lacquer is a unique lacquer made out of entirely
natural resins to improve resonance pattern of everything
treated with it. Good on Speaker diaphragms
just as on PCBs or on CDs.
InLine RCA Plus

68,00 €

48,00 €

148,00 €

68,00 €

498,00 €

InLine RCA Signature Silver or Gold
698,00 €

InLine XLR Plus Silver or Gold

548,00 €

InLine XLR Signature Silver or Gold

698,00 €

InLiner Power 2
available with Schuko or US type connectors.

498,00 €
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InLiner Power 2 Signature
available with Schuko or US type connectors.

InLine Speaker Signature,
One Pair
InLines for internal use please see separate price list
Q1 Quantum Organizer
A unique combination of crystals and quantum physics
organizing the protons by a field of force with the result of a
more organic and realistic sound.
Fine walnut housing.
Small version especially to be mounted on cables, and to be
placed under components, power distribution, etc.
22 x 128 mm, weight app. 50 Gramm
Q2 Quantum Organizer
A combination of crystals and quantum physics organizing the
protons by a field of force with the result of a more organic
and realistic sound.
Medium version to be placed under components, power
distribution, etc.
130 x90 x 15mm, weight app.150 Gramm
Q3 Quantum Organizer
A combination of crystals and quantum physics organizing the
protons by a field of force with the result of a more organic
and realistic sound.
Big version to be placed under components, power
distribution, etc.
200 x 115x 18mm, weight app. 350 Gramm
Q1 Quantum Organizer
outdoor and automotive version
140 x 15 mm, weight app. 60 Gramm
Q2 Quantum Organizer
outdoor and automotive version
160 x 190x 16 mm, weight app. 260 Gramm

698,00 €

1280,00€

178,00€

298,00€

498,00€

178,00€

298,00€

Q3 Quantum Organizer
outdoor and automotive version
208 x 115x 18mm, weight app. 600 Gramm
498,00€

Q5 Quantum Mains Conditioner
Available as Schuko or US
D38 x 80mm, weight app. 90 Gramm
398,00€
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